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Visiting the Barnett Outdoors
booth on the ATA Show floor
this past January, I had a

chance to talk to Engineer Mike Derus
about the progress crossbow manu-
facturers have been making in noise
reduction.

Crossbows are inherently noisy
when compared to vertical bows
because there is so much stored ener-
gy working over a fairly short power
stroke. They can’t be as efficient at
transferring that energy into the arrow
as say a compound with a 28 inch
draw length, so as that arrow launches
toward the target there’s more residual
energy left in the system to create
noise and vibration.

About three and half years ago
Barnett began working on ways to
quiet its higher end models. Derus
said they experimented with different
stick on materials and decided a bet-
ter approach would be to over-mold
the limb, placing the prepared limb in
an injection molding machine and

them blanketing the Gordon fiber-
glass in a sound-absorbing material.
Finding the right formula for the TPE
or thermo plastic elastomer was a
challenge, Derus said. It had to flow
smoothly in the mold, stick to the
fiberglass, and stand up to thousands
of shots without cracking. Once the
formula and process was perfected,
Barnett named it the Anti Vibration
Isolator and introduced the AVi limbs
on the 2008 Predator. Molded in ribs
at the tips of these AVi models put
extra damping material where it can
do the most good and draw attention
to the fact that you’re not just looking
at a black matt coat-
ing.

It was a given that
adding weight to the
limb this way would
reduce speed, but the
company was able to
tweak the cam design
and gain most of that
speed back. Barnett

also updated its Revolution and Quad
models with the AVi, creating the
Revolution AVi and Quad AVi. If you’re
stocking both the Quad AVi and Quad
400, Derus said, and have some inter-
ested buyer shoot them through a
chronograph, the non-AVi model will
come out ahead. But in almost every
case the AVi version is going to win the
sale, because you won’t need a sound
meter for the bowhunter to hear how
much quieter the premium version is.
Naturally the AVi system will also
prove quieter if your customer bumps
into a branch or against a treestand
with them.
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AVi Quiets Barnett Models
By Tim Dehn

Engineer Mike Derus holds the Predator, which comes standard with
the AVi limb system. This one has a stock dipped in a carbon fiber fin-
ish, while behind are Predator and Quad AVi models in camouflage.
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The Predator is Barnett’s most
powerful crossbow, with a 175
pound peak weight working with a
16 inch  power stroke to produce 133
foot pounds of energy and 375 fps.
The stirrup is part of the reflex riser
design and a bull pup trigger style
latches the string well behind the
pistol grip. That helps account for
the relatively short overall length of
37 inches. A parallel limb design
helps keep this 9 pound model nar-
row, just 22.5 inches uncocked or 19
inches when cocked.

The Barnett Revolution AVi and
Revolution are a step down in speed,
at 345 fps. They combine a 15.5 inch
power stroke with a 150 pound draw
weight. A more conventional riser
and lightweight foot stirrup  are used
on these bows, a lighter design that
brings them in around 7.7 pounds. I
should point out the Revolution
models utilize the same stock as the
Predator, which is adjustable for
length of pull by 2 inches and has an
adjustable cheek piece. In addition,
the Revolution quickly breaks down

so you can remove the front end
from the stock, allowing you to
transport it in a bow case or double
rifle case.

A slightly shorter, lighter bull
pup stock is used on Quad 400 and
Quad AVi, lowering weight to 7
pounds despite the 15.5 inch power
stroke. Barnett uses a process called
gas assisted molding (GAM) that fills
these stocks with thousands of small
nitrogen bubbles as they’re being
formed. That’s why the company can
offer rounded, attractive stocks on
crossbows that typically weight less
than you’d expect. The weight listed
in the 20 page Barnett catalog for the
Quad 400 is 7 pounds, and Derus
said the AVi version is slightly heav-
ier due to the ounces of TPE added to
each limb.

I asked if you could upgrade
Quad 400 or Revolution models with
the AVi limb system, but that isn’t an
option since the front ends have to
be built to accommodate the addi-
tional limb thickness inherent in the
AVi design. 

Wildcat, RC-150, Panzer V and
Phantom Jr. models are the lightest
in weight and the lowest in cost. The
Wildcat weighs just 5.9 pounds and
has a 13 inch power stroke that peaks
at 150 pounds, producing 114 foot
pounds of kinetic energy and 320 fps
arrow speed. The skeletonized stock
of the RC-150 helps bring mass
weight down to 5.7 pounds. The 150
pound draw weight has just 9.5 inch-
es of power stroke, resulting in 75
foot pounds of energy and 260 fps for
the short 18 inch arrow this model
requires. The Panzer V is Barnett’s
recurve hunting crossbow that
weighs just 4.2 pounds and shoots
245 fps. Like the high end Revolution
model, the Panzer V quickly breaks
down to fit into a gun case. Rounding
out the line is a 3.5 pound Phantom
Jr., whose 60 pound draw weight is
designed for recreational shooting
out to 20 yards.

Get more information about
Barnett Outdoors by calling the
Florida firm at (800) 237-4507.

Cocking Aid Also Handles
Uncocking of Crossbows 

Crossbows resemble muzzleloading rifles in this
respect: With most models you have to fire a shot at
the end of the day as there is no practical or safe way
to uncock them. You can carry a fieldpoint tipped
arrow and fire it into the ground, as I did with the
Darton Lightning I hunted with in Ohio, but in soft
ground with a powerful crossbow you’ll have to do
some digging to get the arrow back. Or you can carry
a target in your pickup so you can set it on the ground
and safely fire the shaft, though leaving the woods
after shooting hours with a cocked, uncased cross-
bow could be against regulations in some states.

Bullet Archery offers another option, a cocking
aid powered by CO2 cartridges that doubles as an
uncocking aid. The same piston that uses controlled
bursts of gas to cock the crossbow can be extended
along the rail and fired against to safely uncock the
crossbow. Reach Bullet Archery in Pennsylvania by
calling (866) 833-5890 or (610) 833-5890 for pricing
and ordering information.             
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